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Marion Island and Prince Edward Island are
collectively known as the Prince Edward Islands,
which formed in the Southern Indian Ocean as a
result of volcanism roughly half a million years
ago and are still active. Marion exhibits a convex
shaped profile from a raised coastal bench, with
Mascarin Peak near its centre being the highest
point at 1230m.a.s.l. The Island is situated 2200km
south-east of Cape at 46° 54’S, 37°45’E, and is
roughly oval in shape with a small area of 290km².
Prince Edward is 19km to the north-east, and is
smaller in comparison with a surface area of
45km².

The Prince Edward Islands are quite isolated,
being amongst only a few other islands and
archipelagos in half of the area between 30° and
60° south. The Prince Edward Islands are,
therefore, recognised as being hyper-maritime
and are said to have one of the most oceanic
driven climates in the world. Consequently, this in
conjunction with passing fronts, results in an
unusual climate where sub-zero temperatures
appear in any month of the year, the middle of
the night may experience daily temperature
maxima, and gale force winds blow on a weekly
basis. The yearly average wind speed is 30.2knots
with gale force winds stronger than 66km/h
blowing for intervals as long as 10hours. The
Islands are typically humid due to high
precipitation levels (most commonly in the form
of rainfall), and often cloudy. These weather
conditions translate to a harsh living and working
environment for scientists; it takes a unique breed
of individual to sign up for a year on Marion
Island!

Annexed by South Africa in 1948, Marion Island
has hosted a total of 73 relief teams (hence M73-
the 73rd relief expedition). Of which, 50 have been
over-wintering expeditions Therefore, 2016 holds
historical significance for the SANAP program,
marking half a century of annual relief voyages on
Marion Island.

Appointed by the DEA (Department of
Environmental Affairs), the primary focus of the
relief teams are maintaining the base and
conducting scientific research. The spheres of
research include Conservation, Space Physics,
Meteorology, Biology (Avian and Marine Mammal
Ecology), and Geomorphology.

The Wanderer is a monthly newsletter with the
purpose of sharing the weather, science, people,
flora, fauna, experiences (the good, bad and the
ugly) and stories with the reader (our family and
friends back home). Thanking all the contributors
to the first M73 issue of the “The Wanderer”. We
hope you are encapsulated by the essence of
Marion in this, and all future issue(s), of The
Wanderer. Above all, welcome to Marion Island!

Photo by Jessie Berndt



TEAM MEMBERS

Meet M73
M73, a demographically well-balanced team comprised of 12 guys and 9 girls. This is

unusual for Marion as boys usually out number girls 4 to 1. Nevertheless, the team has

supported one another so far through the good times and the bad; getting to know each

other best in the kitchen, in the field, doing skivvy and having fun. The 22nd of May marked

3 months of having each others backs, which we will continue to do throughout the long

year ahead of us. In summary, this unique family boasts and age range of 32 years and 8

different home languages. Readers meet the 73rd Marion island expedition team members.
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Name: Phillip Chibage

Age: 36

Home language: Shona

Hometown: Harare

Name: John Skelete

Age: 39

Home language: Portuguese

Hometown: Pretoria

Name: Zuko Nkomo

Age: 29

Home language: Xhosa

Hometown: Cape Town

Name: Sanele Mkhonza

Age: 30

Home language: Zulu

Hometown: Ulundt

Base Engineer & Team  

Leader

Diesel Mechanic & 

Deputy team leader 

Environmental CO Environmental CO

TEXT AND PHOTOS BY CAMILLA KOTZÉ
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Name: Gerald Kgasago

Age: 25

Home language: Sepedi

Hometown: Polokwane

Name: Travis Duck

Age: 23

Home language: English

Hometown: Amanzimtoti

Name: Morgan Mugeri

Age: 25

Home language: Tshivenda

Hometown: Johannesburg

Name: Marileen Carstens

Age: 30

Home language: Afrikaans

Hometown: Cape Town

Name: Nasreen Khan

Age: 30

Home language: English

Hometown: Ladysmith

Name: Louise Gadney

Age: 54

Home language: English

Hometown: Fish hoek

Senior Meteorologist Meteorologist

Meteorologist

Medical Orderly

SANSA Engineer

Sealer/Killer Whaler
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Name: Kim Stevens

Age: 25

Home language: English

Hometown: Hilton, Pietermaritzburg

Name: Kyle Lloyd
Age: 24
Home language: English
Hometown: Richards Bay

Name: Christiaan Willem Brink

Age: 26

Home language: Afrikaans

Hometown: Pretoria

Name: Sydney Tshilingalinga
Age: 27
Home language: Tshivenda
Hometown: Thohoyandou (Makula)

Name: Makhudu (Deo) Masotla

Age: 28

Home language: Sepedi

Hometown: Polokwane

Name: Albert Snyman

Age: 27

Home language: Afrikaans

Hometown: East London

Birder (PFAIO) Birder (PFAIO)

Birder (DEA) Birder (DEA)

Sealer Sealer
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Name: Elana Mostert

Age: 25

Home language: Afrikaans

Hometown: Pretoria

Name: Jessie Berndt

Age: 26

Home language: English

Hometown: Cape Town

Name: Alta Zietsman

Age: 22

Home language: Afrikaans

Hometown: Cape Town

Name: Nothando Mhlongo

Age: 23

Home language: Zulu

Hometown: Richards Bay

Name: Camilla Kotzé

Age: 24

Home language: English

Hometown: Johannesburg

Birder (NMMU) Geomorphologist

Botanis Botanist

Botanist
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Not only are Phillip (Team Leader) and John Skelete (Deputy Team Leader) leaders on

Marion Island, but both are multi-talented and multi-lingual entrepreneurs. Moreover,

the nature of their jobs, as engineer and mechanic respectively, bring them together to

combat the many obstacles presented to them by the leaky Pumpkin (aka the Butternut

Hotel). The like of which requires tenacity and a strong sense of humour, yet more

qualities these aspiring leaders share. The following small interviews are a chance to get

to know this year’s leaders a little bit better.

TEXT AND PHOTOS BY CAMILLA KOTZÉ

TEAMWORK  MAKES THE DREAMWORK: Phillip (left) & John (right) working on water system parts for Marion base.
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Name the five tools you use every day that you cannot live or do your
job without.

What does your job on Marion entail?

My job is to manage the life support system and base structures. I monitor daily

operations and maintain electrical equipment.

1

What has been your biggest job related challenge on Marion so far?2
• The heating system for domestic water supply failed, requiring an overhaul.

• The air conditioner system has been stressed so we had to hunt down all the leaks

under the base.

3

4

5

• Digital multimeter

• Basic hand tools

• Solder station

• Drilling tools

• Computer running on linux.environment.

• I am currently building a reprap 3D printer and some small electronics circuits.

• I am a fan of the Rasberry Pi computers and Arduino controllers.

The thermal suit is most comfortable and goes with any attire.

What is your favourite article of clothing on Marion that makes your life
easier?

When you get some down time around base, what hobbies keep you busy?

h
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Name the five tools you use every day that you cannot live or do your
job without.

What does your job on Marion entail?

My job on Marion is categorised into three functions:

Primary: Safeguard my fellow team mates (M73) in terms of providing

them with electricity, warm water, and a warm, comfortable base to live

in.

Secondary: As a deputy team leader it is my responsibility to assist the

team leader with leadership responsibilities, in terms of keeping the team

together and looking after their welfare.

Tertiary: Ensure the DEA’s equipment and property are taken care of.

These functions are done on a daily basis and prove to be quite

challenging to balance, however, it is doable.

1

What has been your biggest job related challenge on Marion so far?2
My biggest challenge in terms of the Marion expedition so far has been left on the island

with limited resources for the entire year. For instance, one of the biggest challenges thus

far has been warm water leakage under the base, the solution to which has been

improvisation with the little resources I have in order to remedy the problem temporarily.

3

4

5

• Knowledge

• Expertise

• Skills

• Planning

• Experience

The above mentioned tools are vital in my day to day life.

I love reading books, as well as writing them. I am currently busy writing my 2nd book

called “In the Mean Time’. I enjoy updating myself with F1 since I cannot watch it live.

Lastly, I am currently studying a course via IDC Technologies/EIT (Engineering Institute of

Technology) Australia in Power Distribution which will end in September. Thereafter, I will

be taking a course in Onshore and Offshore Pipeline systems. Muito Obrigado, Merci

beaucoup!

A pair of Calvin Klein long underwear which I stole from my ex…Haha, I am just kidding.

It’s actually my John Deere outfit, including my wet pant which keeps me warm, plus my

hoodies when working outside in bad weather.

What is your favourite article of clothing on Marion that makes your life
easier?

When you get some down time around base, what hobbies keep you busy?

h



Team training was a bit of a fiasco resulting in M73

completing training in record time. With team members

graciously staying at the department after hours to

complete fire and first aid training.

Cooking classes left the whole team in much anticipation

for the banquets that will be provided by team members in

the year to come. Each group in the team performed

marvellously and there was many a murmur that no

excuses for sub-par meals will be accepted during the

year as cooking skills had been clearly illustrated by all

team members.

TEXT BY CHRISTIAAN WILLEM BRINK & IMAGES BY NASREEN KHAN
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THE CRUISE
M73’s personal trainer (Deo) also ensured

that the many team members got their daily

dose of perspiration, with many a “no

excuses” some team members trained until

1:30 am (partly thanks to an extra hour of

training gained due to the ships clock being

moved forward by an hour).

Species sighted:

– Killer whales

– A turtle

– A manta ray

– Some sharks

– Flying fish

– Flying squid!

– South Polar skua

– Sooty Albatross

– Wandering albatross

– Shy albatross

– Blakbellied storm petrel

– Indian Yellow nosed albatross

– Softplume petrel

– Corri’s shearwater

– Arctic tern

– Whole flocks of prions

Evenings on the ship were mostly spent

enjoying duty free beverages while playing a

host of games. Favourites included the

classic 30 seconds (with a close watch being

kept on Deo who tends to have convenient

lapses in his mathematical abilities). Another

favourite, Mafia (a hidden traitor role playing

game), had players throwing accusations

across the room, constructing flimsy alibis on

the fly. The fates of players were handed over

to the brutal imagination of our games master

Travis (which left some of us with

nightmares).

HACKI SACKI. The ship tradition of playing Hacki sacki on the heli-

deck was kept alive, with more close calls of the hacki sack going

over board than actual hacks.

SPECIES SPYING. Everyday on the cruise down, the

sea and sky were scoured for species. A prize was

up for grabs for the first whale sighting!

BY CHRISTIAAN WILLEM BRINK
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It’s the last day of April and take-over was finally drawing to a close, with the agenda for the day
being initiation at 15:00pm and the take-over function at 18:00pm. The theme for initiation was
tight and bright, as instructed by the “Fairy Mother of Marion” played by an alternative male
botanist from the M72 team. Dressed in a pink crop top and tutu, the Fairy Mother ordered the
initiates to line up on the lower heli-deck where she regaled us with a list of what it is to be a
Marionite. Everyone in base had gathered around the heli-deck to watch the initiation unfold;
cameras at the ready. With an exposed midriff and mohawk mullet that flicked around violently
as she shouted orders, the Fairy Mother was rather intimidating and no-one dared cross her.
Armed with a windowlene bottle of vodka infused blueberry Game, she and her fairy minions
used this to pacify the unruly crowd of initiates. The heli-deck became a blur of colour as the
initiates engaged in numerous aerobic activities as instructed by the Fairy Mother, which were
shortly followed by a lap around base, ending in a mire run. Underneath the base, in muddy
mire, a circuit had been set up for every initiate to pass through. One by one, we crawled
through the cold mud pool, herded by fairy minions on the side-lines with spray bottles and
handfuls of flour to the face. Upon exiting the mire, excess mud on our costumes was hosed off
before we head back into base to hit the showers. A great time was had by all, and that night as
we prepared for the take-over function, we revelled in the kooky outfits and surprising amount
of mud that had managed to fill our gum boots during the mire run.

Top: Initiates gathering for ceremony; Bottom: Initiates bowing to the Fairy Mother of Marion
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TEXT BY CAMILLA KOTZÉ & PHOTOS BY BENOIT MORKEL



The take-over function itself was relatively short and sweet, with a few heart-felt speeches, some

lovely musical performances by scientists on base, as well as the act of taking over. This was

done by calling up an M72 team member and the respective M73 member filling his/her

position, so that they may exchange gifts, shake hands and sign over responsibilities. It was an

emotional moment for all, M72 looking forward to leaving and M73 looking forward to the year

ahead. The rest of the evening was filled with amazing finger eats prepared by the M72 team and

dancing in the bar until the early hours of the next morning. For M73, this was the last big get

together for the next 12 months, a daunting prospect for us all which was compounded by the

thought of the ship leaving three days later.

By the 3rd of April, the M73 team found themselves in the upper heli-hangar, waving off our

guests one flight at a time until they were all back on the ship by 15:00pm. We then all ran to the

lower heli-deck at the front of Marion base, gathering around in anticipation to watch the

departure of the SA Agulhas II from the coastline. With a plume of black smoke to signal the

start of the ships’ engine and a sounding of the horn, the SA Agulhas II set sail at 16:00pm. M73

stood on the deck and waved goodbye, an odd feeling washing over us all as the realisation that

we are now truly alone crept in. I watched wistfully as the red vessel grew smaller in the distance

against the charcoal grey of the clouds, eventually disappearing over the horizon as the night sky

closed in.

M SEVENTY FREE: Goodbye SA Aghulas II, hello isolation.
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Follow The Wanderer over the next 9 months

to complete a Round the Island journey with

us! In this issue, we start with a tour of Base.Readers’ Round Island

Map of Marion Island: Position of the Butternut Hotel

The Mouse Beanie 

Perfect for the ECO’s

repertoire. Artfully

used as a disguise to

capture Marion’s foe,

the house mouse.

Modelled by Sanele
Mkhonza, one of our

very own ECO’s.

ltamate
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TEXT AND PHOTOS BY CAMILLA KOTZÉ



The Butternut Hotel
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Article from The Wanderer June 2014 by Frank Venter pg.  7-10
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May

MAXIMUM WIND GUST 153.36 km/h

TOTAL RAINFALL 214mm

HIGHEST IN 24 HOURS 44mm

TOTAL DAYS WITH RAIN 26days

TOTAL DAYS > 1 MM 17days

TOTAL SUNSHINE 70.1hours

AVE MAX MIN

TEMPERATURE 5.3°C 13.3°C -0.7°C

PRESSURE 1008.6 hPa 1028,9hPa 983,8hPa

HUMIDITY 82% 96% 65%

Hut Recipe of the Month
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TEXT AND PHOTOS BY CAMILLA KOTZÉ

• Milk

• Cream

• Condensed Milk

• Rooibos & Black tea bags

• Cardamom pods

• Cinnamon Stick

• Aniseed

• Ginger

• Nutmeg

• Cloves

• Black Pepper

• *Secret ingredient: Amarula



A selection of excellent photographs taken by our team members

WINNER

‘The Lone Shag’ by Jessie Berndt

Jess captured this Shag on the rocky crags of Marion Islands

coastline close to base. The placid nature of the shag in

conjunction with the clear weather facilitated this perfect shot. The

clarity of the bird in juxtaposition to the oceanic background, and a

slight glint in the birds eye, all come together to make this a

winning shot.
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2ND

ABOVE: ‘Curious in the Cave’ by Elana

Mostert

This image embodies the wondrous world

of the dark on Marion Island. Elana framed

this shot beautifully, using the suspended

algae to border the mouth of Rook’s cave.

3RD

BELOW: ‘Rockhopper 

Rally’ by Albert 

Snyman

This photograph was 

taken at one of the 

many coastal pockets 

of Rockhopper 

colonies around 

Marion. The nature of 

these sea birds is 

flawlessly captured 

through movement 

and individual 

characteristics.  
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Highly commended

TOP: ‘Cape Davis Dawn’ by Camilla Kotzé

BOTTOM: ‘Illuminated Island’ by Christiaan Brink
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Highly commended

TOP: ‘The Three Stooges’ 

by Louise Gadney

BOTTOM: ‘Up Close & 

Personal’ by Louise 

Gadney



A geocache was placed at the base of Juniors Koppie, it was apparently a mini geocache which means
no prize is included. I am really not sure what the point is, if you don’t get a prize. Anyway, I just went
along for the walk. Cam and I arrived a bit later as we left base after the others. The clue to the
geocache was that it was hidden at the base of an infamously named rock. Subsequently, we found
them all milling about Penis rock, frantically searching for the geocache.

…

I decided that the view from the top
would probably be a better use of my
time. I asked Cam to take a picture of
me on top of Penis rock, and as she
was adjusting her position to take
another photo, she spied something
amongst a mass of rocks beneath
her. She gave up on the photo and
began to move rocks. Voila! She
found the geocache. Go Geo’s! We
re-hid the Geocache, keeping the
suspense alive for team M74.

THE GEOCACHE TEAM. Looking pleased (Clockwise from 

left: Alana, Travis, Jess, Cam &  Alta ; Back: Albert).

TEXT & PHOTO’S BY JESS BERNDT

PENIS ROCK. Jess reaching new heights (and 

lows….)
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You are invited to Graduation 2016

Members of M73 have successfully completed their post-graduate studies this year 

and a graduation ceremony will be held to honour their achievements

Date: 01/06/2016

Time: 20:00

The ceremony will be hosted in the Central Hub, Marion Base

‡

Graduation Ceremony

HAPPY GRADUATES. Sanele, Nasreen, Christiaan, Nothando, Elana & Kyle (clockwise from left); Deo (Back); Camilla (Front).
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TEXT BY ELANA MOSTERT & PHOTO BY CHRISTIAAN BRINK
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Good evening Ladies and Gentlemen of the M73 team and welcome to a very special event. Tonight we

celebrate the achievements of several of our fellow team members. This is definitely a unique ceremony as

we will be handing out degrees to graduates from all around South Africa. So know that even though you

may be away from home for the official ceremony, this is a much more elite event!

All eight of our team members graduating this evening are scientists. In their honour I would like to

structure this speech in a way that they should hopefully know well by now – the scientific method.

Firstly, any scientific study starts with some form of observation. Most of you I have only known for just over

two months now, some of you a bit longer, but in all of you I have noted a keen interest in your subject.

Some of you have extremely specific interests; for example, our specialist in Roman history, and our expert

on Banana humoristics. Others have a much broader scope such as conservation, landscape processes, and

ecology. In whichever topic, it is imperative to maintain that curiosity. To quote Albert…, Albert Einstein that

is, “The important thing is to not stop questioning. Curiosity has its own reason for existence. One cannot

help but be in awe when he contemplates the mysteries of eternity, of life, of the marvelous structure of

reality. It is enough if one tries merely to comprehend a little of this mystery each day.”

Secondly, we need to place our observations into context. So why study science? For each of you the answer

to this may have been very different. Maybe it is your innate inquisitiveness or perhaps a life-long dream.

One perspective, to quote a previous team member, is that scientists “do the shit”. I’m not entirely sure what

he meant by this, but I’ll give you my interpretation. Scientists get to go out into the field to collect samples

and record data; they bring samples back to the lab and record even more data; then they sit for hours

behind computers trying to figure out what it all means and endeavour to draw conclusions which can be

used to discover, describe or conserve the natural world around them. No matter the size of the

contribution, they add to the collection of knowledge in the world, and that is not just necessary, but

admirable. As Carl Sagan said, much more profoundly, “Somewhere, something incredible is waiting to be

known.” That is basically what scientists try to do – to learn a little more each day and hopefully figure out

something new and interesting about the world around us.

How do we go about doing this? To quote Einstein again, “Never memorize something that you can look

up”. And in this day and age that has never been truer... Professor Google has stood by us all. With the click

of a mouse we have the biggest collection of resources at our fingertips. How on earth did people get by

without that? But on a more serious note, pursuing post-graduate studies takes a lot of hard work, time and

dedication. You need to be motivated, passionate, and able to persevere through writers block or let’s face

it, incomprehensible statistics. Whatever the case, to gain this degree each of you had to overcome various

challenges and work extremely hard. Professor Google can do a lot of things, but he cannot think for you

or write an entire thesis.

The result of all this hard work? It’s not just a very long write-up with lots of fancy diagrams and statistical

analyses that you hand in by a deadline. It is the skill set that you build up along the way; the published

papers that may stem from your research; and the interaction with colleagues and expert scientists

throughout that will put you in good stead for the future. It is also the expertise that you may or may not

have realized you have gained. What I like to be reminded of before any presentation is that I know more

about that topic now than most people, including my supervisors. Take confidence in that. But by far the

most important result is that you made it from the daunting start of your post-graduate degree to the end

and you did not give up.

Therefore, in conclusion, I would like to congratulate each of you receiving your post-graduate degrees.

Your hard work and dedication has really paid off and now you have that piece of paper to prove to the

world that you are a capable young scientist. I would like to end with a quote by Ellen Degeneres, which I

have adapted slightly, “Follow your passion. Stay true to yourself. And never follow in someone else’s path…

…unless you’re in [a mire] and you’re lost and you see a path, then by all means you should follow that.”

M73 Graduation Speech          01/06/2016
BY KIM STEVENS
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CELEBRATIONS: Top, Nasreen’s birthday on the ship; 

Bottom, Elana’s Birthday. 

Unfortunately, no pictures were taken for Phillip, Sanele or Kyles’ birthday.
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Thanks to Stella Wines for the gift this year. It is greatly appreciated by all. 
Cheers!
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